
PartialDerivativeswarning 2 F d 14.3, 1
Partial
I derivative

Lef. Let f:D*- M2 m Ns/Ixo,yol) cD2R2 for some 350.

The (first-order)Aderivatives of fat(No, 40)

I ~ fxxo,yo): =lim Myol-flo1. w.r.t.* is?
r,fol

2. wirty is

s
(40,y0)

= fy(xo,y0)-im-flo,you

Rank

1. Ex is the rateof change of fas change x while holding y constant,
To find fx, differentiate f(x,y) w.r.t.x and treaty as aconstant.

2, fy is the rateof change of fas changey while holding xconstant,
To find ty I

differentiate f(x,y) w.r.t.y and treat X, as aconstant.



~
Will use in Desmos 1.3.1:Partial

Derv.
14. 3.2

*1. Let calculus 42
-

f(x,y) =N9 - x2 - y2 friendly
(9-x2 -y2)

1.1. t (x,y) I
diffwrtx, treatas a constant: y.

v

-

I

1.2 fy (x, y) notation 2(x,y) =↑
diffworty, treatas a constant,
I

-

1.3 fy(1,2) =

ExZ 2- ze482=
2

-

↑

diff. Wrt z, treatas constants: x, y,



Second-order Partial Derivative, N =notation. 14.3,3

Let f: D*- M2 m Ns/Ixo,yol) cD
2

R2 for some 350.

Recall frx:D* -1R
2

with +x *- xf..

and fy: D -R2 with ty
=b =Ey7.

-

Heefs (andnotation) for Ind-Order

1.xx(f)
x=

=x =2)=
2. gy (fy) y ==Et z =E()=

2 y

partials S S

2y 2y
->

bas ne note "switch" --

"mixed"

I f--arethat
partials
Wrt 4.
at least

&different
: E Orderthe -variables

next wit x

RmK:Similarly for functions of 3-variables

Similarly for higher order.

e
def n -

=2 2(g)I= )w
iEIyf

=sexfor

->(fx)yz =y+x -Ext -Ex
-

notation 4
-

#order fyyxx -↳
es

-
E



Ex3 Find all the second partial derivatives of
14.3.4

f(x,y) =y3 +by2 etx--cos(x2)

Firstneedthe 15 order.

· fy(x,y) =

0 +5y2.e4Y(4) -Esin (x4][2x]=
↓

fx(x,y) =20y2e4 fxsinx2 I =I order
· by (x,y)

=

342 +loye
4 X

Now can do the 2order:

+xx(x)
=

·+yy(x,y) =
&

f.e
(x,y). fx x,y)=

s1.
taxwig)x-

-



rem Mixed Partials/Clairant in French - 1750 14.3,5
2

-

Let f: D* - In re R2 and Dign

Let fxy andfyxbe continuous on Then forall (x.,0)2D2
f '(X0,0)

=

fyx (40,y0) sandy
xy

In general swiking
n

Let g:D -N we DIY and Dopen a
Let REN

-

Let all mixed partial of order & are cont. on U.
-

Then all mixed , are equal on U.

~(Imade up
Find fzyxy for f:R3->I u

f(x,y,z) =X (=
2

+yet!)3.

soln

=A
mixed partialto

order 4 are cont.

so mixed partistthm

foxy

isorder"*e



Geometric Interpretation of partial derivatives. B,4.6

·See Desmos 14,31- goes with2x1.
-

·start of a surface

3 i z =f(x,y)
·Fix a point

P =(x0, 70, f(x, y0)) on E.

· To examine

fy (40,40)

fix x =No. So have a plane

P isx=Y. isparallel to yz-plane.

· Consider the curre 3 in plane 8 and on 3, i.e.
3: =P13

· staying in theplanie P: x =No - is parallel to yz-plane
the tangent line I to 3

· atthe point(No, yo, f(x, y0)(
· in the plane x =No (so are II yz-plane)

will have the equation
z - f(x,y0) =m(y-y0)

where m =

bt keeping x fixed
so · so is plane II yz plane

e

(*)ty (x, y0) =slope of tang, line at 10,yto the curve 3 [x =xo]
no r

() fx (x,y0) = 'I 3M [y =y0].
I
E

W

keeping y fixed
so isaplane II zx-plane.



pageSet-up. 1314.7
2

Have 7:D* - M. With 10, told R2 and D is open.

andLet Ax =x-Xr and BY=y-yo. -

Az =f(xo +x,yotDy) - f(x0,yo)

=.et. (some linear algebra would helpnow..... (
Let fxand by exist at(40,yo). Let

Then of isrentiable at No, you provided

lim (t)f(x,y0)+(fy(xryd)9x + (fy(x,y))(By)]1
=0.

(x,y)-(Xo,Y0) 11 < 1X, sy> I1
I

of isreferentiable () f isdifferentiable ateach (x,y)ED?

· thegraph off isa smooth surface (in M3) <
-

fiss differentiable ateach (x,y)D2.
rem (p 828)

Letfy and by be continuous at(40,0) 2D2. then

Az
=[(x1x,,yr)) (DX) +(fy(x0,y0)((by)] +x,dx +d2Ay
e
in

with an error"approximates Az

where *1 =0 and Byso 22 =0.
e

corollary ofis differentiable at140, y0) =fcontinuous on 1.
-

Barkf cont.A diff, but do have....

llary fx andby continuous on 1 => + differentiable on D


